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Abstract: Unmanned surface vessels (USVs) are expected to perform key commercial, naval and scientific tasks
in the sea space. Such vessels can either be remotely controlled by a human operator or perform their tasks
autonomously. In autonomous mode, a USV depends on reliable and high-quality position and velocity
measurements in order to control its own motion satisfactorily.  These  measurements  can  be  obtained by
high-cost integrated navigation systems that employ a suite of different sensor systems to achieve the required
degree of quality. However, such navigation systems are typically too expensive for use with small USVs.
Consequently, a need arises to develop low-cost systems that meet the performance requirements of typical
USV applications. This paper introduces the development of a low-cost integrated navigation system,
encompassing commercial global positioning system (GPS) and gyro in a common container and the application
of multisensor data fusion theory to integrate the GPS and gyro signals. In this paper we build a robust obstacle
avoidance system. The data resources are the GPS, the gyro, the automatic identification system (AIS) contacts,
the received automated radar plotting aid (ARPA) contacts, the video from TV/Thermal camera and the digital
nautical charts (DNC) which is built for this purpose. Two different techniques are developed and validated.
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INTRODUCTION when used in near coast surveillance. It can be used as a

Unmanned surface vehicles can serve a wide variety quality of the HF channel is poor. The communication
of Intelligence Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) channels are used also to send targets' information, the
missions. Piracy, smuggling and terrorism are the major mission plan and the telemetry data to the USV. The USV
threats confronted in protecting the coastline and the employs a GPS system (Raymarine-Ray Star 125LP), a
important nation's facilities such as Canals Shipway. digital gyro compass (KVH-GyroTrac), AIS receiver and
Pirate's boats attacks are an important concern to the a TV/Thermal camera (Eagle Vision 3000). The above
economy and the safety of the ships' crew. Safely mentioned sensors are used for navigation, obstacle
determining the nature and intent of sea confrontations is avoidance and video surveillance. The focus of the
driving our research group to test the benefits of design has been to create an open, modular command and
unmanned surface vehicles (USV). The research group control architecture that ensures interoperability with
have designed, produced and tested the USV structure, other systems and compatibility for onboard payloads.
navigation system, communication system, sensors and The USV is designed to autonomously travel from a
engine. Also, they have performed the integration of the starting point to a number of target destinations and
system components within the USV hull while considering return to the launching side, avoiding obstacles in the
the weight map, the stability and durability of the design. course and knowing the coordinates of those targets. In
The platform is 3 to 5 meters long with an onboard Jet order to realize the benefits of autonomy, USV must be
engine. The communication system is based on the use of able to operate independently of constant operator
two separate wireless radios HF and UHF. The HF radio supervision. The use of a USV presents potential risk to
is used for sending control commands to the USV and the safety of others and loss of property. The level of
receiving the attitude status from the USV. The UHF radio current USV technology requires constant supervision by
is mainly used for online sensory information streaming operators  to ensure avoidance of all obstacles. One of the

secondary option for USV control channel when the
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Fig. 1: USV system architecture

most difficult issues related to autonomy is operating in is connected to all devices inside the USV and is used to
a highly dynamic environment with other vehicles enable shutdown and start of them. The USV is equipped
operated by humans. Humans are capable of generating with a complete system checkup plug which is used to
some highly unpredictable behaviors. Therefore, an monitor the system components status while the USV is
autonomous vehicle must be flexible enough to deal with located onboard the mother ship. The plug has the laptop
unpredictable events or situations and also agile enough Ethernet outlet, gyro output, GPS output, AIS output and
to respond quickly to changing conditions. An wireless radio modem output.
evolutionary approach to path planning is capable of The system architecture of the USV Autonomous
dealing with these unanticipated events in a dynamic Navigation system under study is composed mainly of
environment. three parts; guidance, control and navigation systems as

This paper focuses on creating a robust obstacle shown in Fig. 1. The guidance system continuously
avoidance capability and autonomous recovery  in  case computes the desired position, velocity and acceleration
of lost communications. Firstly, the structure and layout of a vessel to be used by the control system. The basic
of the USV system components is discussed. Secondly, sources for a  guidance  system  are  computer  based
the obstacle avoidance scheme is introduced and data, motion sensors and external data like weather data
explained for both permanent and moving obstacles. (wind speed and direction, wave height and slope, current
Finally, the simulation results are explained which derives speed and direction, etc.). The computer collects and
the conclusion and the ideas for the proposed future processes the information and then feeds the results to
developments. the vessel's control system. Advanced optimization

USV System Architecture: The USV is an outdoor vessel vessel, this includes other features like fuel optimization,
designed to carry a payload of 250 kilograms. The frame minimum time navigation, weather routing and collision
of the vehicle has been designed of fiber glass. Standard avoidance. The navigation system directs the vessel by
design procedures were used for initial calculations and calculating its position, speed, course and traveled
computer aided design (CAD) software were employed for distance. This job is done using a satellite navigation
the final design process for stability, stress and load system (GPS)  combined  with  motion sensors (gyro).
analysis. The computer is a special military laptop which The control system determines the necessary control
is water sealed ruggedized. The laptop is used to interface forces and moments to be provided to the control
with all the USV system components and collect, mechanisms that are responsible for controlling  the
calculate, control and send the information to the water-jet engine's start/stop, speed and direction in order
command station. to satisfy a certain control objective. The desired control

The USV electrical system consists of a DC battery objective is usually trajectory tracking, path following, or
power system that consists of 12 V/ 90 Amp battery cell maneuvering tasks. Trajectory tracking control objective
which is maintained fully charged before USV operation. is to force the position and velocity of the vessel to follow
The power system provides DC electrical power  to  the a given desired time-varying position and velocity
DC stepper motors, sensors, laptop and radio devices. reference signals. The corresponding feedback controller
The USV has a charging plug which is connected to the must then be a trajectory tracking controller. Tracking
battery cell to enable charging them without opening the control is used for course-changing maneuvers, speed
hull cover. Another plug is the power control plug which changing  and   attitude   control.   The   control  algorithm

techniques are used to compute the optimal path for the
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Fig. 2: The data processing functional diagram.

involves the design of feedback control laws where the maps and sensors and a robust technique to avoid those
outputs from the navigation system, position, velocity obstacles in the model. The avoidance technique used
and acceleration, are used for feedback control of vessel here is utilizing a fixed obstacle map. The GIS model is
motion. built using ArcGIS 9.2 software package and Oracle 9i

The gyro and GPS units transmit data output which software. The GIS sea model is composed of different
is used to produce bearing, track and range to the layers saved in an Oracle database which facilitates
destination waypoint. The turn angle is related to the building the obstacle map and saving the forbidden areas
track angle and bearing angle by the relation: stationary in the database. The GIS sea map is shown in

 =  + (1) To successfully avoid obstacles, the USV has to plott P B

where: it is operating. This technique employs a 2-D obstacle
 …….. Turn Angle map, which is created by dividing the environment intot

 …….. Path Angle forbidden areas (shaded areas) and clear areas. TheP

 …….. Bearing Angle stationary obstacle map is shown in Fig. 4. This techniqueB

The USV computer converts the commanded turn of course, not enough for complete obstacle avoidance.
angle to control signal to the stepper motors connected to The technique provides a hard coded obstacle avoidance
the water-jet engine which should force the USV to follow algorithm which is used before adding the moving targets
the designed trajectory until the feedback position from to the obstacle map. For the USV, this environment is
GPS indicates the current position on the path. separated into two levels. The first level is a large

When the USV arrives within 100 meters of the overview map, spanning a greater distance but with a
destination waypoint the next target waypoint is lower resolution of data. This model is created using
considered for execution and this process is repeated until digital nautical charts (DNC), automated radar plotting aid
all target waypoints have been reached. This process (ARPA) contacts and automatic identification system
defines the discrete feedback control loop algorithm used (AIS) contacts. The ARPA and AIS moving contacts are
for the USV GPS navigation. The USV computer handles represented in the model using a projected obstacle area
the communications interface with the AIS, GPS, gyro, and are located by the closest point of approach (CPA)
wireless communication radio and USV control system calculation results. The second level consists of a much
devices. It is also responsible for running the digital smaller area in the immediate vicinity of the USV and is
feedback control algorithm code and sending the populated with data from sensors that have a limited
correction commands to the USV control system via range such as the onboard camera.
interface cards (data acquisition and signal conditioning The obstacle avoidance technique involves path
cards). The data processing functional diagram is shown planning and routing around stationary and moving
in Fig. 2. obstacles, while attempting to maintain the original

Obstacle Avoidance Technique: For an autonomous of  autonomous  navigation  is  that  the  USV  must
vehicle to succeed in obstacle avoidance requires an follow the nautical rules of the road, while avoiding
accurate graphical user interface (GIS) sea model, utilizing obstacles.  The  standard  path   generation  should follow

Fig. 3.

properly an accurate model of the sea obstacles in which

assumes no moving objects exist in the clear area which,

planned  route  or  end  destination. An important aspect
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Fig. 3: The GIS Sea map.

Fig. 4: The stationary obstacle map.

Fig. 5: Navigation rules of the road between vessels.

the navigation rules  defined  by  International The path generator in the guidance section follows the
Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea [IRPCS] in rules of the road during the stages of planning. This
1972, [1] (Fig. 5). These navigation regulations stated the approach considers three basic maneuvers for collision
multi ship maneuvers required for collision avoidance. avoidance between vessels as follows:
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Any vessel overtaking another vessel shall keep out greater than the USV and approach within 500m, the USV
of the way of the vessel being overtaken. The avoids  the  other  vessel by turning from the rear side of
passing vessel should pass on the port side of the it.
other vessel, unless she sounds an audible whistle
signal and may then pass on the starboard side. The USV can be in a violation position at a range
When two power-driven vessels are meeting on within 500m from another vessel, but if the path generator
reciprocal courses (head on), each shall alter course corrects the USV route such that the CPA is in
to starboard so that each shall pass on the port side accordance with the rules, then there is no violation [4].
of the other. Hence, the autonomous obstacle avoidance system
When two power-driven vessels are crossing, the should compromise the measurement of the speed and
vessel that has the other on her starboard side shall distance of other vessel. Initially, when implementing the
keep out of the way and avoid crossing in front of rules of obstacle avoidance, there were some
the other vessel. environmental conditions that are not accounted as wind

To apply these rules to the USV, such details must be be unstable thus making the remote control of the USV;
exhaustively supplied. The parameters have been this is implies the presence of multisensor to determine
determined of the size and maneuverability of the USV the other vessel parameters hard to maintain. The
through experience and testing done by our work group feasibility of the control system and obstacle avoidance
and pervious published data [2, 3]. Calculation of path is maintained by employing the turn rates from the gyro
points that the USV should follow during  the compass to autocorrect the steering commands.
autonomous navigation must obey the above mentioned
rules [3]. The points of closest approach with other Simulation Results: A simulation test bed is based on
vessels are determined based on their course and speed simulation of the motion of USV on prescribed path
with respect to the USV’s planned route. Based on the (planned path) consisting of number of way point and the
rules of the road the behavior of the USV at these closest behavior USV upon meeting some moving obstacles
points of approach is determined in the following manner: (generated bath). The planned path waypoints ranged

Meeting: the two vessels are moving at the opposite some unplanned virtual moving obstacle and monitors the
heading within 45 degrees and approach within 500m, behavior of the USV in avoidance and returning the
the USV should keep the other vessel on the left side planed path. The generated path should not violate the
of the USV. stability margins of the USV and the [IRPCS] rules and of
Overtaking: the USV is moving at a higher velocity simulation are plotted on the Arc Map to integrate these
and the two vessels are moving at the same heading paths with areal sea map. It should be noted that the
within 45 degrees and approach within 500m, the USV simulation test bed considers the body axes of USV while
should keep the other vessel on the right side of the the Arc Map employs the fixed ground axes with the
USV. origin of the start pinot of planned path the simulation
Crossing: the other vessel is  moving  along a test bed incorporates the necessary axes transformation
heading  that    is    between    45    and    135 degrees [5, 6] (Fig. 6).

speed and water current. Also, the communication might

from 10 to 50 points. The test bed proposes, manually,

Fig. 6: systems of axis.
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Table 1: Planned path, normal path, extended path and position errors.
Planned path Normal path Extended path
------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- Position Error ----------------------------------- Position Error

No. Lat Long Lat Long 1 (meters) Lat Long 2 (meters)1 1 2 2 3 3

1 32.317285 30.538810 32.317285 30.538810 0 32.317285 30.53881 0
2 32.316454 30.539704 - - - 32.316458 30.539701 15.686
3 32.315623 30.540598 32.315619 30.540610 62.7216 32.315621 30.540591 36.587
4 32.314853 30.541517 - - - 32.314858 30.541521 20.914
5 32.314083 30.542435 32.314006 30.542430 27.4251 32.314075 30.542422 67.953
6 32.313509 30.543216 - - - 32.313508 30.543213 15.681
7 32.312935 30.543996 32.312926 30.544030 177.715 32.312936 30.543982 73.176
8 32.312210 30.544847 - - - 32.31221 30.544842 26.134
9 32.311485 30.545698 32.311444 30.545710 62.879 32.311484 30.545696 10.454
10 32.310639 30.546645 - - - 32.310637 30.546636 47.043
11 32.309793 30.547592 32.309785 30.547601 47.0511 32.309793 30.547588 20.908
12 32.309038 30.548560 - - - 32.309037 30.54855 52.271
13 32.308282 30.549528 32.308283 30.549546 94.0879 32.308283 30.549521 36.590
14 32.307376 30.550604 - - - 32.307375 30.550608 20.909
15 32.30647 30.551679 32.306422 30.551696 89.0136 32.30648 30.551688 47.057
16 32.305534 30.552737 - - - 32.305535 30.552731 31.364
17 32.304597 30.553794 32.304616 30.553815 109.793 32.304595 30.553792 10.457
18 32.303751 30.554701 - - - 32.303751 30.554708 36.592
19 32.302905 30.555607 32.302876 30.555612 26.324 32.302904 30.555615 41.819
20 32.302029 30.556604 - - - 32.302027 30.556613 47.048
21 32.301153 30.557601 32.301092 30.557624 120.413 32.301152 30.557612 57.503
22 32.300398 30.558598 - - - 32.300396 30.558593 26.139
23 32.299642 30.559595 32.299677 30.559612 88.9495 32.299645 30.559592 15.686
24 32.298796 30.560290 - - - 32.298794 30.560296 31.367
25 32.29795 30.560984 32.29787 30.561016 167.509 32.29793 30.560991 36.658
26 32.297346 30.562072 - - - 32.297347 30.562078 31.367
27 32.296742 30.563159 32.296768 30.563203 230.039 32.296743 30.563152 36.595
28 32.296349 30.564604 - - - 32.296348 30.564612 41.822
29 32.295956 30.566048 32.296007 30.56606 62.9751 32.295954 30.566042 31.368
30 32.295775 30.567310 - - - 32.295776 30.567316 31.367
31 32.295594 30.568571 32.295609 30.568601 156.843 32.295593 30.568578 36.595
32 32.295443 30.569847 - - - 32.295442 30.569857 52.279
33 32.295292 30.571123 32.29528 30.571151 146.386 32.295294 30.571132 47.051
34 32.295141 30.572422 - - - 32.295143 30.572411 57.507
35 32.29499 30.573721 32.295007 30.573739 94.1195 32.29498 30.573709 62.744
36 32.294869 30.574960 - - - 32.294868 30.574969 47.051
37 32.294748 30.576198 32.294774 30.576215 88.9183 32.294749 30.576191 36.595
38 32.294597 30.577548 - - - 32.294596 30.577554 31.368
39 32.294446 30.578897 32.294444 30.578913 83.6467 32.294447 30.578887 52.279
40 32.294265 30.580247 - - - 32.294266 30.580241 31.368
41 32.294083 30.581596 32.294104 30.581607 57.5518 32.294084 30.581588 41.824
42 32.293993 30.582523 - - - 32.293995 30.582531 41.824
43 32.293902 30.583449 32.293933 30.583447 10.9788 32.293901 30.583438 57.507

The test bed includes simulation algorithms for the are recorded in Table 1. In Fig. 7 describe the planned
sensors and the USV degrees of freedom motion model path and generated path represented on digital map of
based on Euler's equations [7]. The planned path is Arc Map.
designed initially to have 22 waypoints until the USV The performance of the autonomous navigation
reaches its final  destination,  a  minimum  distance system is evaluated using the navigation errors are
between  each  successive  waypoint is 500 m this calculated as the different in latitude (lat.) longitude
distance complete stop maneuver of the selected USV in (long.) and depth (dep.) fed from GPS and sonar on USV
standard sea conditions. The position errors are from those prescribed on planed path. The navigation
calculated using equations (2) through (5) and the results errors are calculated according to the following equations:
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Fig. 7: Desired and executed trajectory.

lat = lat  – lat (2)2 1

long = long  – long (3)2 1

Dep = long × Cos (lat ) (4)2

Distance = 60 × (5)

where:
lat …….. Latitude difference Fig. 8: USV position error between desired and both
long …….. Longitude difference normal and extended paths.

lat  …….. 1  position latitude1
st

Lat  …….. 2  position latitude Normally, the well knows marine rules restrict the2
nd

long  …….. 1  position longitude usage of USV to limitations of water current and wind1
st

Long  …….. 2  position longitude speed. In order to validate the present simulation  test2
nd

The calculated position error 1 values are slightly An  enhanced  technique of path planning during
high; ranges from 26 to 230 meters. These values may be obstacle avoidance process is developed; the enhanced
acceptable in the open ocean because the rules  of  the technique  constrains  the navigation error to certain
USV leaves 500 meters as a safety range between USV value  according  the  expected path width of the canal.
and any obstacle which is still larger than the maximum The enhanced technique  uses  more  waypoints in the
calculated error. However, inside the ship way where the planned path (also labeled the enhance path) to have
canal width is only few hundred meters, these results will more resolution and of course adds more computations to
not be feasible. The later enforces the design of the the algorithm. The extended path uses 43 waypoints
obstacle avoidance algorithm to put the accuracy as the which is almost double of normal case. The position error
first priority leaving some of the computation complexity in this case (labeled position error 2) is calculated as the
higher than before the suffix "1"refers to the planned path distance between the planned and extended paths of the
position, while suffix "2" refers to the generated path USV using equations (2) through (5). The calculated
position.in simulation test bed the GPS and sonar data are position error 2 values are lower than normal case; ranges
generated from USV dynamics model considering from 10 to 68 meters. The position error between the
standard conditions of sea current and wind according to desired and extended path is recorded at Table 1. Both of
marine data. the  position  errors  of  the  generated and extended paths

bed, a real case study is considered as a part of the coast.
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